ABSTRACT MACSYMA [1], a computer program for algebraic manipulation, is used to solve, sgmbolicallg and exactlg, a problem involving integration and the solution of an infinite set of linear equations. This is a tutorial in the use of 11ACSYMA. and illustrates some of the choices available to the interactive user which aid in solving a mathematical problem.
I -The problem
In [2] .
H. P. Greenspan develops a model of the generation of large scale magnetic fields from small scale motions of a conducting flu.d.
We take as a starting point. a met of equations (whose significance will not be discussed here) to be solved for coefficients where P is an associated Legendre function. The above displags were generated bg MACSYMA, and includes a summation sign and two integrals (stand back a bit if gou can't see them).
II -The Solution
Equation (1) We will assume that the reader has a slight acquaintance with MACSYMA [1] or a similar agetem for algebraic manipulation.
Let us do the easg parts first. Equation (3) defines a set of values for C. We could define a function C(K) which when given the value for K returns the value for C(K), but this gould repeatedlg compute C. We might as well save them in an arrag, especiallg since in MACSYMA it is just as simple.
In this case, when C [1] is requested the first time, it gets computed using the formula, and is then stored in memorg so that subsequent references to C[I] are just read out of storage. The definition (and displag] of C as given to 11ACSYMA is= 
Note that MACSY11A has simplified the GAMMA(3/2). Let ue compute a list of the first 4 values.
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Next, let us compute the associated Legendre functions bg ang convenient method. Rodrigues' formula is handgz This might be sufficient, but it is somewhat neater to convert these results into a simpler form involving just sines or just cosines.
Since formula (2) alreadg involves sines, we choose sines.
Ue can do this bg defining get another arrag, which has the same values as ALF, but with 
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The next problem ie to evaluate the integrals of equation (2) . Me Bay have no a priori knoHledgm of Mhathmr the integral |e singular, or if it can be done exactlw by conventional methods, or if it involves special functions. Me can let rlACSYItA take care of these problems if Me just define: 
... + 3G SIN (TH) -12 SIN (TH) 4
]t can be determined that in fact all integrande are auma of poMere of S]N(TH), and only odd poMere, at that, Integration could be done by using the INTEGRATE command, but this computation Mould proceed b W doing the indefinite integral, and then return the difference of evaluating at the limits.
This ie fine for one or tMo cases, but Me can save considerable time bg computing definite integrals of powers of SIN, and storing them in an array. Me can also illustrate some mope facilitee Of MACSYMA along the Nay. If we set TIME to TRUE, us can find out how long computations take.
(C26) TIME:TRUES TIME-4 MSEC.
(C2G) 1SOLVE (2) The surprising pattern in the values of the double integral of equation (2) For some details of this, consult the paper by Greenepan [2] .
If| -Additional Comments
As is fairly typical in mathematics, the problem as originally stated (and which was, in fact, also solved) Nae of no interest because the equations were erroneous. In fact, that use of MACSYMA was someghat more elegant, because an approximation to a non-rational portion of the integrals was computed using power series.
However, the values of B[2N+i] which were produced bg that formulation did not converge, but oscillated and grew. This unsatisfactory result suggested that MACSYMA was being asked the wrong questions, as indeed was the case. A corrected version of the equations leads, as Ne have seen, to a decreasing and convergent series.
IV -Loncluaions
We would like to briefly point out a few of the facilities in MACSYMA which make it useful to a working applied mathematician.
(i) Incorrect and/or useless formulations can be discarded more rapidly bu following such formulations through to symbolic results (or numerical results) in sufficient quantity to answer basic questions concerning the behavior of a solution.
(2) Partial results can be examined immediately to determine procedures to be followed in the next steps.
(3} Large numbers of techniques can be draun upon, without explicit user definition. For example, the presence of GAMMA function evaluation and simplification routines, the iNTEGRATE command, the SOLVE command.
(4) The ability to set up hierarchies of programs which duplicate the sequence of typed in commands, once a sequence is, in fact, well-defined, makes it easy to initiate complicated calculations in a simple fashion.
Furthermore, the extension to more terms or higher accuracy is usually extremely simple.
